Asymptotic Floquet states of a periodically driven spin-boson system in the nonperturbative coupling regime.
Being an exemplary model of open quantum system, the spin-boson model is widely employed in theoretical and experimental studies. Beyond the weak coupling limit, the spin-boson dynamics can be described by a time-nonlocal generalized master equation with a memory kernel accounting for the dissipative effects induced by the bosonic environment. When the spin is in addition modulated by an external time-periodic electromagnetic field, the interplay between dissipation and forcing provides a spectrum of nontrivial asymptotic states, especially so in the regime of nonlinear response. Here we implement the method for evaluating the dissipative Floquet dynamics of non-Markovian systems introduced in Magazzù et al. [Phys. Rev. A 96, 042103 (2017)2469-992610.1103/PhysRevA.96.042103] to obtain these nonequilibrium asymptotic states.